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2022학년도 편입생모집 영어 필답시험 문제지 (A)
2021년 12월 18일 시행

시험
과목 영 어 지원학부(과) 수험번호 성 명

<수험생 유의사항>
1. 문제는 총 33문항입니다.
2. OMR 답안지는 본인이 지참한 컴퓨터용 수성싸인펜을 사용하여 작성합니다(단, 빨간색 플러스펜으로 예비마킹이 가능함).
3. OMR 답안지에 한번 표시한 답안은 수정할 수 없습니다(수정액을 사용하거나 수정된 답안은 모두 오답 처리).

I. 밑줄 친 부분과 가장 비슷한 의미의 표현을 고르시오(각 3
점).

1. The author described metacognition in terms of knowledge,
monitoring, and regulation of cognition.

① movement ② thought ③ feeling

④ spirit ⑤ dream

2. You cannot learn a language by heart.

① by rote ② by tear ③ on mind

④ to tolls ⑤ on pat

3. Good relationships are the result not of a perfect level of
attunement but rather of successful adjustments.

① achievement ② astonishment ③ ascension

④ accommodation ⑤ ascription

4. The new potentially more contagious omicron variant of the
coronavirus popped up in more European countries just days
after being identified in South Africa.

① soft ② valid ③ strong

④ spoiled ⑤ transmittable

5. Death threats from angry Trump supporters forced Georgia
election worker Ruby Freeman to flee her home of 20 years.
Offering the first detailed account of her ordeal, the woman told
Reuters about threats of lynching and racial slurs, along with
alarming visits by strangers to the homes of Freeman and her
mother.

① experience ② challenge ③ action ④ trial ⑤ behaviour

II. 밑줄 친 부분에 들어갈 가장 적절한 표현을 고르시오(각 3
점).

6. ________________ refers to the substitution of an agreeable
or inoffensive expression for one that may offend or suggest
something unpleasant.

① Euphemism ② Catechism ③ Expressionism
④ Symbolism ⑤ Objectivism

7. As high-technology replaces human labour rapidly, many
developed countries are considering whether they have to
implement a policy of ____________________, so that all citizens
of a given population regularly receive a legally stipulated and
equal financial grant paid by the government without a means
test.

① public health care ② income coverage ③ basic income
④ pension plan ⑤ public subsidy

8. Many big polluters have promised to increase their carbon cuts

in coming decades, with some aiming for zero carbon

_____________ by 2050. But Pacific Island leaders have demanded

immediate action, pointing out that the very survival of their

low-lying countries is at stake.

① commissions ② emissions ③ submissions
④ permissions ⑤ omissions

9. ‘RM’, leader of the K-pop sensation BTS, said he felt there is

an "______________" for Korean music performers, despite the

group’s successes in the global music industry. The remark was

seen as referring to the group's failure to win a nomination for

the top four Grammy Awards.

① Invisible Wall ② Unchallengeable Wall
③ Unconquerable Wall ④ Invincible Wall
⑤ Unsurmountable Wall

10. A: Does Judy like beef?
B: Not at all. She eats fish but no meat.
A: I see. She must be a ____________________.

① fruitarian ② vegetarian ③ flexitarian
④ pescatarian ⑤ bonitarian

11. Domestic cats have their own language. They have a
well-developed memory, that is even better than dogs. They are
good at recognizing the ______________ of the human voice.

① strength ② intonation ③ pronunciation ④ volume ⑤ pitch

12. Human traditions all tend toward _______________ and decay.

They try to perpetuate things that cannot be perpetuated. They

cling to objects and values which time destroys without mercy.

① procrastination ② contamination ③ abomination
④ demoralization ⑤ stagnation

III. 빈 칸에 넣을 수 있는 가장 적절한 표현을 고르시오(각 3점).

13. Australia will not step back from the strong position we’ve

had standing up for Australia’s interests, and obviously it is of no

surprise that we ( ) sending Australian officials to those Games.

① have to ② cannot ③ should

④ would ⑤ wouldn’t be

14. New Zealand’s government believes it has come up with a

unique plan to end tobacco ( ) – a lifetime ban for those

aged 14 or younger.

① smoke ② smoking ③ smoked

④ smoken ⑤ smokes
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15. According to a 2019 study, Instagram makes body image
issues ( ) 1 in 3 teenage girls.

① to be worse ② to be good than ③ looking good at

④ better than ⑤ worse for

16. Higher inflation is generally seen as ( ) for banks, raising

net interest income and boosting profitability. But it jumps high

too quickly, inflation could become a headwind.

① a risk ② a fault ③ good

④ a positive ⑤ better

17. Philosophers are interested in argument as a rational process,
an effort to convince someone of a view by providing good
reasons. Unfortunately, in many cases - with politics as a primary
example - the people we convince ( ).

① couldn’t disagree with us more

② would agree with reluctance

③ almost always already agree with us

④ persuade others with different ideas

⑤ couldn’t oppose different views of their opponents

18. Many believers are entirely justified in believing that their

lives in a specific religious community – or in accord with a

specific religious tradition – are of great moral value. They are

not justified, however, if they think that the lives they live are the

only ones that might have been morally fulfilling for them, or that

they are the only or best lives of moral fulfillment for everyone.

The claim ( ).

① cannot be exclusive

② cannot be invited

③ would be accepted

④ wouldn’t be rejected

⑤ shouldn’t be discussed

19. Carnivorous mammals can endure what would otherwise be

lethal level of body heat because they have a heat-exchange

network ( ) the brain from getting too hot.

① which kept

② which has kept

③ that has been keeping

④ that keeps

⑤ having kept

20. Of all the vast tides of migration that have swept through

history, ( ) the wave that brought 12 million immigrants onto

American shores in little more than three decades.

① it may be that none is more concentrated as

② perhaps none was more concentrated than

③ perhaps it is none that is more concentrated than

④ maybe it is none that was more concentrated than

⑤ maybe none is more concentrated as

21. Although early soap operas ( ) when the evening
schedule became crowded with comedians and variety shows.

① were first aired on evening radio in the 1920s, moving to the
daytime hours in the 1930s

② were aired first in evening on the 1920s radio, they had
moved to the daytime hours of the 1930s

③ were first aired on evening radio in the 1920s, they moved to
the daytime hours of the 1930s

④ aired on evening radio first in the 1920s, they were moved to
the 1930s in the daytime hours of the 1930s

⑤ were first aired on evening in the 1920s, they were moved to
the daytime hours in the 1930s

22. A rainfall began to decrease in the Southwest about the

middle of the 12th century, most of the Monument Valley Anasazi

abandoned their homes to join other clans ( ).

① having less limitations to water access

② with less limitations on water access

③ whose access to water was less limited

④ where they had less limited water access

⑤ where there was access to water that was less limited

VI. 다음 글을 읽고 질문에 답하시오(각 3점; 33번 4점).

[23–24]. Leaders of the Group of 20 major economies agreed on

a final statement that urged “meaningful and effective” action to

limit global warming, but angering climate activists by offering

(A) concrete commitments. The result of days of tough

negotiation among diplomats leaves huge work to be done at the

broader United Nations COP26 climate summit in Scotland, which

starts this week. Although the G-20 pledged to stop financing

coal power overseas, they set no timetable for phasing it out at

home, and watered down the wording on a promise to reduce

emissions of methane – another (B) greenhouse gas.

23. Which are the most suitable expressions for A and B?

① a few – strong ② few – potent ③ no – weak

④ less – weak ⑤ few – minor

24. Which title can best describe the passage?

① G-20 Offers Little New on Climate

② United Nations’ Tough Negotiation on Climate

③ Final Statement of G-20 on Greenhouse Effects

④ G20 Works Hard to Promote COP26

⑤ Angering Activists Set No Timetable for COP26

[25-26] Wole Soyinka, Nigeria’s Nobel-winning author, sees his

country’s many problems – misgoverning politicians, systemic

corruption, violent extremists, kidnapping bandit – (A) he does

not despair. At 87, he says Nigeria’s youth may have the energy

and the know-how to get the troubled country back on track. It

is up to the new generation “to decide (B) they want to keep

going along the same chugging one-track train,” or chart a new

course, Soyinka said. He credits young Nigerians – about 64

million between 15 and 35 years of the country’s more than 200

million people – for trying to fundamentally reform the country.
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25. Which are the most suitable expressions for A and B?

① yet – what

② and – when

③ yet - whether

④ but - why

⑤ and – which

26. Which title can best describe the passage?

① An Author’s Despair for Nigeria

② An Author’s Decision for Future

③ An Author’s Power for New Course

④ An Author’s Credit for Country’s Change

⑤ An Author’s Hope in Young

[27-28] In recent years, teachers of introductory courses in

Asians American studies have been facing a dilemma nonexistent

a few decades ago, when hardly any texts in that field were

available. Today, excellent anthologies and other introductory

texts exist, and books on individual Asian American nationality

groups and on general issues important for Asian Americana are

published almost weekly. Even professors who are experts in the

field find it difficult to decide which of these to assign to

students; nonexperts who teach in related areas and are looking

for writings for and by Asian Americans to include in survey

courses are in an even worse position.

27. The author of the passage is primarily concerned with doing
which of the following?

① Responding to a criticism

② Evaluating a past course of action

③ Discussing a problem

④ Recommending a methodology

⑤ Describing a course of study

28. The passage implies that which of the following was true of
introductory courses in Asian American studies a few decades
ago?

① The range of different textbooks that could be assigned for
such courses was extremely limited.

② Such courses were the only means then available by which
people in the US could acquire knowledge of the field.

③ Such courses were offered only at schools whose libraries
were rich in primary sources.

④ The texts assigned as reading in such courses were often not
very challenging for students.

⑤ Students often complained about the texts assigned them in
such courses.

[29-30]. Nutrition is the key to metabolism. The pathways of

metabolism rely upon nutrients that they break down in order to

produce energy. This energy, in turn, is required by the body to

synthesize molecules like new proteins and nucleic acids (DNA,

RNA). Nutrients, in relation to metabolism, encompass factors

like bodily requirements for various substances, individual

functions in the body, the amount needed, and the level below

which poor health results. Essential nutrients supply energy and

supply the necessary chemicals (A). Food provides a variety of

substances that are essential for the building, upkeep, and repair

of body tissues, and for the efficient functioning of the body.

29. Which is the most suitable expression for A?

① which the body itself cannot synthesize

② which the body itself can synthesize

③ which the body itself cannot metabolize

④ which the body itself can metabolize

⑤ which the body itself cannot assimilate

30. Which title best describes the passage?

① The complex processes of metabolism

② The importance of taking healthy food

③ The relation between chemicals and the bodily functions

④ The roles of nutrients in the chemical process of the body

⑤ The benefits of metabolism for our health

[31-33] The development of online technology has created new

methods for communicating, leading, and acting, and can be

understood as feminist in nature. While social media is not

always ⓐutilized in a feminist way, it is a useful tool for

feminists to share their perspectives widely within a public

forum and is also ⓑa medium that can be easily adapted to

feminist (causes). Social media embodies feminist values ⓒin

the number of ways: it eliminates hierarchies, is based largely

on personal experience, and provides women ⓓwith the ability

to connect with other women, ⓔregardless of geographical and

situational boundaries.

31. Which is the most suitable word that can replace the word

in the bracket (causes)?

① cases ② motives ③ effects ④ actions ⑤ history

32. Select the part that is grammatically wrong.

① ⓐ ② ⓑ ③ ⓒ ④ ⓓ ⑤ ⓔ

33. Which is the best title for the passage?

① The importance of international solidarity among women

through online technology

② The similarities between online technology and feminist

theories

③ How to challenge social discriminations by using social

media

④ Online technology as a useful strategy to exercise feminist

values

⑤ The contemporary examples of feminist achievement through

online technology


